Abstract. This paper concerns spectral properties of linear Schrödinger operators under oscillatory high-amplitude potentials on bounded domains. Depending on the degree of disorder, we prove the existence of spectral gaps amongst the lowermost eigenvalues and the emergence of exponentially localized states. We quantify the rate of decay in terms of geometric parameters that characterize the potential. The proofs are based on the convergence theory of iterative solvers for eigenvalue problems and their optimal local preconditioning by domain decomposition.
Introduction
Linear Schrödinger operators H of the form H := −△ + V composed of the d-dimensional Laplacian △ and a non-negative potential V are an important building block for the mathematical modeling of quantum-physical processes related to ultracold bosonic or photonic gases -so-called Bose-Einstein condensates [Gro61, Pit61, LSY01, ASB + 17]. The cases where the potential V exhibits disorder [NBP13] or represents quantum arrays in the context of Josephson oscillations [WWW + 98, ZSL98] have raised particular attention. Surprising phenomena such as Anderson localization of eigenfunctions [And58] are connected to such oscillatory and disordered potentials. For matter waves, this has been experimentally observed [BJZ + 08, RDF + 08]. While localization is understood qualitatively in an asymptotic sense or can be justified a posteriori, the a priori prediction of the localization effect in terms of geometric parameters that characterize the potential and its degree of disorder remained open and this paper aims to close this gap.
We consider a bounded domain D ⊂ R d and prototypical disorder potentials that vary randomly between two values β ≥ 1 ε 2 ≫ α on a small scale ε. The main result of the paper states that sufficiently disordered potentials imply the existence of K = O(1) points z 1 , . . . , z K ∈ D and some ε-independent rate c > 0 such that the ground state u 1 satisfies, up to logarithmic terms,
Here ||| · ||| 2 ω := ∇v 2 ω + V 1/2 · 2 ω denotes the energy norm and B(z; r) the ball of radius r centered at z in the sup norm. The proof consists of three main steps. The first step is the quantification of the exponential decay of the Green's function associated with H in terms of the oscillation length and the amplitude of the potential in Section 3. Disorder is 1 not essential at this point. This novel result is inspired by numerical homogenization for arbitrarily rough diffusion tensors [MP14, HP13] which in turn is closely connected to the exponential decay of the corrector Green's function [Pet16] . An elegant new proof of the latter decay property was later given in [KY16, KPY18] . This pioneering approach employs classical results from domain decomposition and the convergence theory of iterative solvers for linear systems arising from the discretization of partial differential equations.
In the second step, the decay property of the Green's function is transferred to the decay of eigenstates in the following sense. There exists a subspace of dimension K that contains the lowermost eigenstates up to accuracy tol. The subspace is spanned by functions with support in local sub-domains of size O(ε log(1/ε) log 2 (1/ tol)) and, hence, the eigenfunctions are well approximated by functions supported in the union of K small sub-domains. This is shown in Section 4 by designing a preconditioned block inverse iteration for the solution of the eigenvalue problem.
The final step regards the estimation of the parameter K which is related to spectral gaps and, obviously, critical in the sense that the desired localization result is only achieved for moderate K. E.g., for perfectly periodic potentials, eigenvalues are clustered in a staircase fashion and K is of order ε −d so that the local sub-domains essentially aggregate to the whole domain (see Section 5.1). Here, the presence of disorder changes the picture. To show that, in this case, K is expected to be small we study two model scenarios in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. In the first model the potential has a tensor product structure and in the second model the potential consists of randomly structured "domino blocks". We show that in both cases K is of order 1 (with high probability) and, hence, the eigenstates are essentially localized to O(1) balls of radius ε each (up to logarithmic factors). This is not the first attempt to understand the phenomenon of localization mathematically. A classical localization result for non-negative, real-valued, smooth potentials on R d with sufficiently high amplitude states that eigenstates below a certain energy level are exponentially localized towards infinity, cf. [HS96, Th. 3 .4] and [Agm82] . The speed of the decay can be measured in an Agmon metric and depends on V and the energy E. As for our result, localization may also be triggered by disorder. For certain types of randomly perturbed periodic potentials V in full space (excluding perfectly periodic potentials), the lowermost eigenvalues of H are proved to have finite multiplicity and the corresponding eigenfunctions are exponentially localized towards infinity [GK13, Cor. 1.4]. In contrast to our result, this is an asymptotic result where the rate of decay at infinity is qualitatively described in an abstract manner.
An even earlier and one of the first results in the context of localization says that for a certain class of random potentials generated by regular Markov diffusion processes in one space dimension, all eigenfunctions in the spectrum decay exponentially [GM76, GMP77] . This classical result, however, can not be generalized to higher dimension, even for potentials with high amplitude [CS14, Sect. 4 A recent observation in the direction of quantitative results beyond asymptotics at infinity links the localization of the ground state u 1 with u 1 L ∞ (D) = 1 on bounded domains D ⊂ R d to the solution ψ ∈ H 1 0 (D) of the homogeneous elliptic equation Hψ = 1, cf. [FM12] . This so-called landscape function ψ majorizes the modulus |u 1 | pointwise up to the multiplicative factor E, being the energy of u 1 . This bound implies that in regions where ψ is small compared to E, u 1 needs to be small as well. Follow-up work [ADJ + 16] demonstrates that the original problem can be reformulated as an eigenvalue problem with an effective confining potential of the form 1/ψ. In this setting, it is possible to apply the techniques of [Agm82, HS96] to establish an exponential decay of the eigenfunction of the form |u 1 (x)| ≤ exp(−ρ(x 0 , x)), where x 0 is a center of localization of the eigenfunction and ρ(x 0 , x) is the distance of x and x 0 in an Agmon metric, i.e., ρ minimizes the path energy γ √ (1/ψ(γ(s)) − E) + ds amongst all paths γ from x 0 to x. For smooth potentials, this observation shows that the eigenfunction u 1 needs to change at least by the factor 2 in some ball around x 0 where the (a priori unknown) difference between potential and eigenvalue becomes sufficiently large [Ste17] . Since it is not known where the landscape function ψ is strictly smaller than 1/E, the above estimate may degenerate to |u 1 (x)| ≤ 1. Hence, although the landscape function provides empirically accurate predictions, the approach does not allow any rigorous a priori prediction of the localization of u 1 .
In contrast to these purely a posteriori techniques, the new quantitative results of this paper allows one to rigorously predict the emergence of exponentially localized states depending on the degree of disorder a priori.
Schrödinger Eigenvalue Problem
This section introduces the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem and discusses, for a representative class of oscillatory potentials described by suitable geometric parameters, some elementary properties such as a lower bound for the minimal energy.
Throughout this paper, we use the notion a b for the existence of a generic constant c > 0, independent of the parameters that characterize the admissible class of the potentials V , such that a ≤ cb.
2.1. Model problem. We consider the eigenvalue problem of Schrödinger type with a highly oscillatory potential, which may reflect disorder. The following class of potentials is representative for the localization effects to be studied in this paper while its characterization by a small number of geometric and statistical parameters simplifies the presentation significantly. Let T denote a partition that divides R d into closed cubes with side length ε > 0, where ε −1 ∈ N and εZ d is the set of vertices. The partition induces a mesh on the unit cube D := (0, 1) d through the quotient space T / ∼ with the equivalence relation for q 1 , q 2 ∈ T given by
Observe that the partition T / ∼ consists of equivalence classes [q] ∼ , each with exactly one representative in D. This definition reflects that we can consider our problem on the unit cube, extended by periodicity to the whole R d . Defining the space of D-periodic H 1 -functions by V := H 1 per (D), the corresponding variational formulation of the eigenvalue problem reads as follows: Given a non-
for all test functions v ∈ V. Here, (·, ·) denotes the L 2 -inner product on D. The potential V is assumed to be piecewise constant with respect to the mesh T / ∼ , cf. Figure 2. 1. This prototype of large-amplitude and highly oscillatory potentials is defined through This means that D α and D β are the sub-domains of D, on which V equals α and β, respectively. Further, we assume D = D α ∪ D β . The corresponding subpartitions are denoted by T α / ∼ and T β / ∼ . We are interested in the particular regime of β ≫ 1, moderate α > 0, and small ε. Furthermore, we assume that β is larger than ε −2 , which we will make more precise later on. We have in mind potentials where the distribution of D α and D β follows statistical laws. However, the actual statistics will become relevant only in Section 5 in connection with the identification of spectral gaps. In Section 4 we will exploit the operator formulation of (2.1). For this, we introduce the operators A : V → V * and I : V → V * , defined by
for functions u, v ∈ V. Note that A denotes the weak form of the Schrödinger operator H and that the eigenvalue problem (2.1) is equivalent to Au = E Iu.
To shorten notation, we simply write · := (·, ·) for the canonical L 2 -norm on D. We also introduce the V -weighted L 2 -norm,
as well as the energy norm,
Furthermore, we denote the norm on a sub-domain D α or D β by an additional subscript.
2.2. Geometry and cut-off function. Before we can estimate the Schrödinger states from below, we need to introduce additional notation on the geometry of the potential. First, we define the set of cubes within the partition T / ∼ , namely
is a (closed) cube and union of m elements q i ∈ T .
Note that this implies that all cubes in Q have side length εk for some natural number 1 ≤ k ≤ ε −1 . Second, we define the set of maximal cubes in D α and D β , respectively, by
Since T / ∼ is a quotient space, we can interpret Q and Q ν as containing "cubes" that are extended over the periodicity interface. Such cubes are connected in R d , but can be disconnected as subsets of the unit cube D. Whenever one of the following arguments requires an element of Q or Q ν to be connected, we shall interpret it as a subset of R d , where values outside of D are obtained through periodicity. This will be done without further mentioning. For brevity, we shall from now on abuse the notation and simply write T instead of T / ∼ . The same is done for T α and T β . The cubes in Q α somehow characterize the potential valleys, i.e., regions where the potential has the value α. Finally, we define the maximal width of a potential valley in T by
where h Q denotes the side length of a cube Q. With this characteristic value, we are able to bound the maximum number of overlaying cubes in Q α . We denote this number by κ L , which is clearly bounded by L d .
Remark 2.1. In the periodic setup as in Figure 2 .1 (upper left) we have L = 1 and κ L = 1. Note that the value of L remains unchanged if α and β are swapped in this example.
The exponential localization of the Green's function and eigenstates in oscillatory potentials requires sufficiently high amplitudes of the potential. This is quantified in the subsequent assumption depending on the oscillation length ε. Loosely speaking we shall assume that the strength of potential peaks, characterized by the parameter β, is large compared to the inverse of the square of the oscillation length ε. This assumption resembles the scaling in a typical physical setup [GME + 02]. Considering for instance an optical lattice potential V that is based on a laser diode operating at a wavelength ε = λ, then the potential oscillates at a frequency of order ε −1 . On the other hand, the maximum potential depth β is measured in units of the recoil energy, which itself is proportional to λ −2 = ε −2 . This is precisely the relation that we shall assume for ε and β. Additionally, we make the natural assumption that the strength of the potential valleys, characterized by the parameter α, is significantly smaller than β.
Assumption 2.2. The coefficient β is large in the sense that it satisfies the estimate β ε −2 . On the other hand, we assume α (εL) −2 .
To derive localization estimates we introduce a cut-off function η : D → [0, 1]. This function is assumed to be smooth, constant 1 in D α , and vanishes in each cube of side length ε/2, which is centered in elements of T β , cf. Figure 2. 2. In other words, η hits zero in each β-peak of the potential V . Further, we assume that ∇η L ∞ (D) ε −1 . We emphasize that this implies some kind of Friedrichs inequality. Lemma 2.3. Assume that T β = ∅. Consider a function v ∈ V and the cut-off function η introduced above. The product ηv then satisfies the estimate
, which is independent of ε.
The proof of the lemma is given in Appendix A, where we also present a refined version of this Friedrichs-type inequality.
2.3. Lower bound on the energy. With the estimate of Lemma 2.3, we are able to give a lower bound for the spectrum of H. For an arbitrary function v ∈ V we obtain
Thus, Assumption 2.2 yields the estimate
Remark 2.4. Estimate (2.2) is sharp with respect to the maximum width of potential valleys εL, i.e., there exists a non-trivial function u ∈ V with u 2 (εL) 2 |||u||| 2 . To see this we consider the first eigenfunction u ∈ H 1 0 (Q L ) of the shifted Laplace eigenvalue problem
0 (Q L ) and a maximal α-cube Q L ∈ Q α with side length εL. According to [Str08, Ch. 10 .4], the first eigenvalue satisfies λ − α = d π 2 /(εL) 2 such that u, extended by zero to a function in V, satisfies
provided that Assumption 2.2 is satisfied. Similar arguments will be used in Section 5 where we prove the existence of spectral gaps.
Estimate (2.2) shows that the scaled energy of a function v ∈ V \ {0} is bounded from below by
Using the characterization of eigenvalues by the Rayleigh quotient, we directly obtain a lower bound for the ground state of the Schrödinger equation, namely
Thus, in the assumed regime β ε −2 , the energy is bounded from below in the order of ε −2 . In the following, we will no longer mention the silent convention that E(v) is only defined for v = 0.
Exponential Decay of the Green's Function
This section shows that the Green's function associated with the Schrödinger operator decays exponentially relative to the parameter ε that reflects the characteristic length of oscillation of the potential. The proof is strongly inspired by a recent innovative proof of the exponential decay of the corrector Green's function in the context of numerical homogenization for arbitrarily rough diffusion coefficients by Kornhuber and Yserentant [KY16] , see also [KPY18] and earlier work [MP14, HP13, Pet16] . The idea is to show that the Schrödinger operator can be preconditioned by an operator that is local with respect to a decomposition of the domain into cubic sub-domains with diameter up to order εL. The spectrum of the arising preconditioned operator is proved to be clustered around 1 so that simple iterative solvers approximate the action of the inverse Schrödinger operator applied to some compactly supported function (or the point evaluation functional) up to an accuracy tol in only O(log(1/ tol)) steps. The locality of the preconditioned operator ensures that the diameter of the support of the approximation is of order O(εL log(1/ tol)). This means that the Green's function associated with H decays exponentially in units of εL. The result is independent of the degree of disorder of the potential and remains valid in the perfectly periodic case.
3.1. Overlapping domain decomposition on the ε-scale. We start with introducing an overlapping decomposition of D that we will later use to define the local preconditioner.
The set of nodes corresponding to T is denoted by N . Accordingly, we write N (Q) for the nodes of a cube Q ∈ Q. We decompose the set of nodes into N α := N (T α ) and all the remaining nodes N rem . Note that N rem only contains nodes, which are surrounded by β-cubes. More precisely, we have
Given a node z ∈ N , let λ z be the standard Q 1 -basis function [BS08, Sect. 3.5], i.e., λ z is a piecewise polynomial of partial degree one with λ z (z) = 1 and λ z (w) = 0 for any other node w ∈ N \ {z}. Again one has to take care of the assumed periodicity of the domain and the resulting identification of the boundary nodes. All together, this gives a set of functions, which forms a partition of unity on D, i.e.,
Starting from this partition of unity related to the ε-mesh, we will deduce, by agglomeration, another partition of unity adapted to the valleys and peaks of the potential V . For each maximal cube Q ∈ Q α and for each z ∈ N rem , we construct new local functions. 
Potential valleys (α-valleys).
Consider a node z ∈ N α . Then there exists at least one maximal cube Q ∈ Q α , which has z as a node, i.e., z ∈ N (Q). The number of maximal cubes including this node z is denoted by
For each maximal cube Q ∈ Q α we define a finite element function λ Q by
The corresponding patch is denoted by
We emphasize that D Q contains at least one element in T β . The only exception would be V (x) ≡ α in D and thus, T β = ∅, which we exclude. Furthermore if the values α and β are uniformly distributed, the size of L is (with high probability) small compared to ε −1 . This implies that the patch D Q is local, since the maximal size of a cube in Q α is bounded by εL. For an illustration of such a patch we refer to Figure 3.1. Based on the patches D Q , we define local H 1 -spaces by
Elements of V Q are considered to be extended by zero outside of D Q . Moreover, recall that we interpret D Q as a subset of R d . This implies that a function v ∈ H 1 0 (D Q ) respects the periodicity over opposite edges (or faces for d = 3) of ∂D and does not necessarily fulfill v = 0 on ∂D. For each Q ∈ Q α we define the corresponding a-orthogonal projection P Q : V → V Q by the variational problem
for test functions v ∈ V Q . Note that the trivial embedding V Q ֒→ V allows to consider P Q as a mapping from V to V. We may also defineP Q :
for test functions v ∈ V Q . Letting A : V → V * denote the operator representation of a(·, ·), we have the relation P Q =P Q A.
Potential peaks (β-peaks).
For the remaining nodes z ∈ N rem , see the blue dots in Figure 3 .1, we define the standard nodal patches
Note that, by construction, we have D z ⊆ D β . The corresponding local Sobolev spaces are given by V z := H 1 0 (D z ). Furthermore, we define the projections P z : V → V z as before in terms of the bilinear form a(·, ·), namely
An important property of the constructed functions is the maintained partition of unity.
Lemma 3.1. The finite element functions λ Q for Q ∈ Q α and λ z for z ∈ N rem form a partition of unity.
Proof. By construction and (3.1) we have
3.2. Optimal ε-local preconditioner. Combining the two kinds of projections, we obtain the operator
This defines a mapping P : V → V if we assume that the canonical embeddings V Q ֒→ V and V z ֒→ V are exploited. It is easy to see that this operator is continuous. Accordingly, we defineP :
We emphasize that, assuming L ≪ ε −1 , the operator P is quasi-local with respect to the ε-mesh T , since "information" can only propagate distances of order εL each time that P is applied. The remaining part of this section aims to show thatP defines a good approximation of A −1 and thus, serves well as a preconditioner within iterative solvers for linear equations and the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem. Following the abstract theory for additive subspace correction or additive Schwarz methods for operator equations [KY16] (see also [Xu92, Yse93] for the matrix case) we need to verify that the energy norm of a function u ∈ V can be bounded in terms of the sum of local contributions from V Q and V z .
Lemma 3.2. For every decomposition u = Q∈Qα u Q + z∈Nrem u z with u Q ∈ V Q and u z ∈ V z we have
Proof. We use the local supports of u Q and u z . For T ∈ T α we know that u z | T ≡ 0. Furthermore, there are at most κ L+2 functions u Q with support on T , since the support of u Q is not larger than a cube with side length ε(L + 2). For T ∈ T β we have at most 2 d functions u z and (3 d − 1)κ L functions u Q with support on T . Thus, we can estimate on a single element,
A summation over all T yields the assertion.
We now need the reverse estimate for one specific decomposition of u ∈ V in the local spaces V Q and V z . For this, we define the local functions
for all Q ∈ Q α and z ∈ N rem . By Lemma 3.1 we know that Q∈Qα u Q + z∈Nrem u z = u. For this particular decomposition we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Given Assumption 2.2 and the decomposition of u ∈ V as above, it holds that
We consider the two sums separately and start with the estimate of the contributions on the β-patches. Since D z ⊆ D β for z ∈ N rem , we can write due to Assumption 2.2,
Since at most 2 d patches D z overlap, this yields z∈Nrem |||u z ||| 2 2 d |||u||| 2 . In a similar way we obtain for the contributions on the α-patches,
Note that the additional constant bounds the maximal number of overlapping patches D Q . Estimate (2.2) then gives
A combination of the two contributions finally yields the assertion.
Remark 3.4. In the periodic case with L = 1 one can show that K 1 2 d+1 and K 2 ≤ 2 d+1 .
Note that we have used Assumption 2.2 in the previous lemma. We emphasize that such a condition is necessary, since a decomposition of the form u = z∈N u z with u z := uλ z would lead to a constant K 1 ≈ ε −2 in the worst case. The subsequent result is the direct consequence of the previous Lemmata 3. 2 Corollary 3.5. Given Assumption 2.2, we obtain the norm equivalence
for all v ∈ V with the constants K 1 and K 2 from Lemmata 3.3 and 3.2.
Recall that P : V → V from (3.2) has led to the definition ofP : V * → V byPA = P. With this operator, the estimate (3.3) can be rewritten in the form
We summarize a number of properties of the operator APA.
Lemma 3.6. The operator APA : V → V * is symmetric, coercive, and continuous. As a consequence, the operator is also invertible.
Proof. The symmetry follows from the definition of P, namely
The coercivity follows directly from the coercivity of a(·, ·) and (3.3). Finally, the continuity follows from the boundedness of a(·, ·) and P.
Lemma 3.7. The operatorP : V * → V is invertible and satisfies for all v ∈ V the estimate
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.6 thatP is symmetric and positive. Thus, the operator is invertible and justifies the notionP 1/2 . In the matrix case the equivalence of (3.3) and (3.4) can be found in [Xu92, Lem. 2.1]. In the present case, we can follow the same arguments. It is easy to verify that the operators A 1/2P A 1/2 andP 1/2 AP 1/2 , both considered as operators L 2 (D) → L 2 (D), have the same spectrum. Thus, estimate (3.3) may be rewritten as
The substitution w =P 1/2 v and the symmetry ofP then leads to (3.4).
Estimates of the form (3.4) are well-known from the preconditioner community for the computation of eigenvalues of a symmetric and positive definite matrix. The following approximation result, together with the local computability, then results in a well-designed preconditioner.
Theorem 3.8. With an appropriate scaling factor ϑ, only depending on K 1 and K 2 from Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3, there exists a positive constant γ < 1 such that
Then, estimate (3.3) reads for the scaled version of P,
We also note that the scaling factor ϑ turns (3.4) into
Consider a function v ∈ V with |||v||| = 1. Defining σ := Av, ϑPAv , we know from (3.5) and the self-adjointness of A that 1 − δ ≤ σ ≤ 1 + δ. Hence, we obtain
The observation γ < 1 completes the proof.
3.3. Exponential decay. In the last part of this section we want to relate the previous results to the exponential decay of the Green's function associated with the differential operator H. For this, let f ∈ L 2 (D) be a given function with a local support and consider the problem of finding u ∈ V with Au = F , where F := (f, ·) ∈ V * . To approximate u, we define the iteratioñ 
and an analog problem forũ
z . This implies that the application ofP maintains locality in the sense that the support ofũ [1] = ϑPF is at most (L + 1) ε-layers larger than the support of f . Inductively, we immediately see that the support of
is at most p(L + 1) ε-layers larger than the support of f . Next, we observe from the definition ofũ [p] in (3.7) that we have the relation
Applying Theorem 3.8, we obtain
i.e., we have thatũ [p] converges exponentially fast to u in a number of iterations, independent of ε. Recall the earlier observation that the support ofũ [p] is at most p(L + 1) ε-layers bigger than the the support of the local function f , i.e., supp(ũ [p] ) ⊆ B ∞ pε(L+1) (supp f ), where B ∞ r denotes the ball of radius r in the sup norm. This then shows that the Green's function associated with the Schrödinger operator must have an exponential decay as summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.9 (Exponential decay of the Green's function). Assume β ε −2 and let f ∈ L 2 (D) be local. Then, the solution u ∈ V of the variational problem Au = f decays exponentially fast in the sense of
Here, 0 < γ < 1 denotes the constant from Theorem 3.8.
This result is in agreement with the well-known exponential decay of the Green's function associated with H for positive V on a sufficiently large sub-domain. In the case of constant potentials V ≡ β, this is for instance shown in [Glo11, Lem. 3.2]. We shall revisit the discussion of this paragraph later in Section 4.3 as part of the localization proof for the eigenfunctions of H.
Quantitative Localization of Eigenfunctions
In the following we want to transfer the localization arguments from Section 3.3 to the spectrum of H. Assuming a sufficiently large spectral gap between the smallest and the (K +1)-st eigenvalue for some K = O(1), we show that the ground state is indeed quasi-local. The assumption will later turn out to be valid for potentials with a high level of disorder. Nevertheless, the convergence results of this section are independent of the actual value of K, in the sense that the ground state is always in the span of K exponentially localized functions. This shows localization of the eigenfunction itself if K is sufficiently small compared to ε −d . 4.1. Inverse power iteration. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem (2.1) can be written as an operator equation in the dual space of V, namely Au = E Iu.
Recall that A : V → V * is the operator corresponding to a(·, ·) whereas I : V → V * denotes the extension of the inner product in L 2 (D). We consider the inverse power method for PDE eigenvalue problems and illustrate the method first for the case of a spectral gap after the first eigenvalue E 1 . Due to the ellipticity of A, we may assume that there exists a Hilbert basis of V composed of the eigenfunctions u 1 , u 2 , . . . 
with B := E 1 A −1 I : V → V. With gap := E 1 /E 2 < 1 the iteration leads to
Note that this implies |||v (k) − α 1 u 1 ||| gap k |||v (0) |||, which shows the exponential convergence of the inverse power iteration.
Block iteration.
Since we cannot guarantee a spectral gap after the first eigenvalue, we need a block iteration. From Corollary 5.7 we know that, in the general setting, there will be a spectral gap within the first K + 1 eigenvalues, which leads to the definition gap := E 1 /E K+1 < 1. We aim to perform a block version of the inverse power iteration (4.1). For this we need a starting subspace to initiate the power iteration. Let V (0) denote a basis of such a K-dimensional subspace,
As before, we can express these functions in terms of the eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger operator, i.e., for j = 1, . . . , K,
The matrix C contains the coefficients of the initial functions v (0) j in terms of u 1 , . . . , u K . As generalization of the condition α 1 = 0 in the previous subsection, we assume here that C is invertible. More precisely, we assume that C −1 1 ≤ δ −1 for some constant δ > 0, independent of ε. The block inverse iteration (or simultaneous inverse iteration) including normalization then reads
We define x := C −1 e 1 ∈ R K . The linear combination V (k) x ∈ V then satisfies
with β i := [α i,1 , . . . , α i,K ] x and thus,
Note that |||V (0) x||| is bounded in terms of δ −1 and the energy of the starting functions v
2 , . . . , v
K . Thus, for the convergence of the block iteration it remains to find a suitable starting block V (0) . Its precise construction depends on the considered potential V , see e.g. Section 5.2.4 for a potential with a tensor product structure or Section 5.3.4 for a potential consisting of domino blocks of different size. Note that the theoretical observation of the quasi-locality of the Schrödinger ground state requires an additional step, namely the replacement of A −1 by the preconditioner of Section 3.
Preconditioned iteration step.
For the proof of localization of the Schrödinger states we replace the block iteration (4.2) by an inexact iteration including the preconditioner P from Section 3. Note that the iteration involves in each step and for each starting value the solution of a variational problem
for a given v (0) ∈ V and test functions w ∈ V. We now replace this step by an inner iteration, namelyũ
i.e., we approximate the unknown u byũ [p] for some p ∈ N. To see that this step is justified, we recall the earlier discussion from Section 3.3, where we proved an exponential decay of the Green's function associated with H. This decay shows that the approximationsũ [p] maintain locality and converge exponentially fast to u.
Remark 4.1. For practical computations it is also of interest thatũ [p] is cheap to compute. This is indeed the case, since its computation only involves the solution of local problems.
Summarizing the findings from Section 3.3 in the context of this section, recall that by Theorem 3.8 the error of the proposed iteration is bounded by
This shows that the error decays exponentially. If a tolerance tol is prescribed, then p ≈ log(1/ tol) yields |||u −ũ [p] ||| tol |||u − v (0) |||. Finally, we emphasize that the support ofũ [p] is at most p (L + 1) ε-layers larger than the support of the initial function v (0) .
Inexact block iteration.
We install the inner iteration from the previous subsection in the block iteration, which yields an inexact block iteration. Thus, we approximate V (k) by some locally computedṼ (k) . Since the block iteration above was just the simultaneous application of the inverse power method, it is sufficient to consider the iteration for a single function v
j . As before, we assume that v (0) j has local support. Furthermore, we omit the index j in the following.
For v (0) ∈ V the (exact) inverse power method generates a sequence v (k) . Given an
Note that this corresponds to the preconditioned iteration in the previous subsection, since
For simplicity we assume that we perform a fixed number of inner iteration steps p in each outer step, only depending on the number of outer iterations. This means that we defineṽ (k) :=ṽ [k,p] .
The subsequent theorem shows that the first eigenfunction u 1 is essentially an element of a K-dimensional function space that is spanned by basis functions that are exponentially decaying in distances of ε. If K = O(1), i.e., if there is a spectral gap after the first few eigenvalues, then u 1 itself is exponentially localized as the linear combination of K exponentially localized functions.
Theorem 4.2 (Convergence of inexact block iteration).
Consider V (0) with invertible matrix C and a prescribed tolerance tol. Given Assumption 2.2 and gap = E 1 /E K+1 < 1, we obtain after k ≈ log(1/ tol) steps of the inexact block iteration with p ≈ k internal steps an approximationṽ ∈Ṽ (k) with
Moreover, the support ofṽ is only pk(L + 1) ≈ k 2 (L + 1) ε-layers larger than the union of the supports of the starting functions in V (0) .
Proof. Within the proof we will need an estimate of the operator norm |||B|||. For this, we observe that, using (2.3),
This directly implies |||B||| ≤ 1. Now we consider the inexact iteration. For a single starting vector v (0) we estimate the error e k := v (k) −ṽ (k) . Recall thatṽ [k,p] can be derived by the solution of local variational problems. The iteration (4.3) yields
Thus, we can estimate due to Theorem 3.8, applying also |||B||| ≤ 1 and |||B − id ||| ≤ 2,
This gives an estimate of the form
where c 1 = 2 |||v (0) ||| and c 2 depends only on γ. Since e 0 = v (0) − v (0) = 0, this results in
for some positive constant c 3 . In order to guarantee |||e k ||| tol |||v (0) |||, we require γ p c k 3 ≤ gap k , as we assume gap k tol. The condition is satisfied for
With the results from Section 4.2 and the derivations above we know that there is a vector
Corollary 4.3 (Exponential decay of Schrödinger ground state). Given the assumptions from Theorem 4.2, the ground state u 1 ∈ V decays exponentially fast in the sense of
Remark 4.4. For sufficiently disordered potentials with β ≈ ε −2 and a suitable choice of V (0) we can show |||V (0) C −1 e 1 ||| δ −1 log 2 (1/ε)|||u K |||. In this case, the exponential decay of the ground state can be written in the form
Specific examples are given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
Remark 4.5. The result of Theorem 4.2 generalizes to the first r eigenfunctions provided that the gap condition E r /E K+1 < 1 holds true. For this, one needs to consider B := E r A −1 I and x := C −1 e r .
Remark 4.6. In practical eigenvalue computations, one may use more sophisticated solvers such as PINVIT [DO80, BPK96, Kny98] instead of the inexact block iteration which is used for purely theoretical reasons.
Application to Prototypical Potentials
This section aims to validate the assumption on the spectral gap in Theorem 4.2 in three model scenarios. This will turn out to fail in the periodic case. The lower part of the spectrum indeed decomposes into well separated eigenvalue clusters, but the clusters are too large. The introduction of disorder changes the picture. We first state two general results, which are needed in this context. Proof. The assumption on the Rayleigh quotient of u i can be translated into
for all i = 1, . . . , N . For a given linear combination u := N i=1 α i u i ∈ span{u 1 , . . . , u N } we get due to the assumed orthogonality
and thus, c 1 ≤ E(u). Analogously, one shows that E(u) ≤ c 2 .
We emphasize that orthogonality in both inner products is especially given for functions having disjoint support. for test functions v ∈ V has at least N eigenvalues with E ≤ c.
Proof. The Courant min-max principle in Hilbert spaces states that the ℓ-th eigenvalue satisfies
Thus, for ℓ ≤ N , the choice V (ℓ) := span{u 1 , . . . , u ℓ } yields together with the previous lemma
In the following we derive bounds for the spectral gaps of H, where we first investigate the case of periodic potentials. As we will see, in sufficiently disordered media, significant spectral gaps are expected to appear much earlier than in the periodic case.
5.1. Periodic potential. We aim to derive lower and upper eigenvalue bounds for the periodic case shown in Figure 2.1 (upper left) . This includes N := (2ε) −d cubes of side length ε, on which V takes the value α. Recall that we have L = 1 in this case.
5.1.1. Upper eigenvalue bounds. We provide an upper bound on the first ℓN eigenvalues by the construction of particular functions and Lemma 5.2. Restricted to a single element q ∈ T , on which the potential V equals α, we consider the standard Laplace eigenvalue problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary and shift α. 
by Assumption 2.2. As this holds true for each of the N cubes in Q α , Lemma 5.2 yields
Note that we exploit here the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions on a single element q of T and the orthogonality due to the disjoint support of the cubes.
Lower eigenvalue bounds.
In order to prove gaps in the spectrum, we also need lower bounds on the eigenvalues. For this, we use the reformulation of the min-max principle, namely the max-min principle. This is then combined with quasi-interpolation results from the theory of finite elements.
Lemma 5.3. Assume the periodic setting with L = 1 and N = (2ε) −d cubes on which the potential V equals α, as before. If β (ℓ − 1) 2 ε −2 , then it holds the estimate
Proof. We apply the max-min eigenvalue characterization of the form
The strategy is to construct a subspace W ⊆ V of dimension N ℓ d . For this, we consider a uniform triangulation T h of D into cubes with local mesh size h := ε/(ℓ − 1). The corresponding set of nodes is denoted by N h . The finite element space W is then defined by the span of all Q 1 -basis functions corresponding to the nodes in N h ∩ D α . Note that the dimension of W equals N ℓ d and that functions in W may have a slight support in D β , namely one layer of width h surrounding the α-valleys.
To characterize a complementary space we construct a local projection operator in a unique way. Since I sz does not depend on the behavior of functions in D β , Π has the important property that information is not spread from D α to D β . By the properties of the Scott-Zhang interpolation, this implies the a-stability of Π with a constant depending only on βh 2 . Due to V = ker Π ⊕ im Π, W c is indeed a closed complementary space. Moreover, by construction we have the error estimate
For u ∈ W c we thus have by the assumption β (ℓ − 1) 2 ε −2 = h −2 that
This directly results in the estimate
5.1.3. Spectral gaps. The combination of the above estimates shows that there will be a spectral gap of order O(1) after the first O(N ) eigenvalues with N = (2ε) −d . We formulate this result in form of a corollary.
Corollary 5.4. Assume β (ℓ − 1) 2 ε −2 for a natural number ℓ > 1. Then, the periodic setting leads to a spectral gap of the form
This result shows that the absence of disorder leads to large eigenvalue blocks and thus, no locality of eigenfunctions can be shown.
5.2.
Tensor product potential. We consider a potential V , which generalizes the periodic setup from the previous subsection and is a special case of the general random potential studied in Sections 2-4. This includes different valley formations, namely cuboids of varying side lengths, cf. Figure 2 .1 (upper right). We follow the ideas of the periodic setting but need to adjust the construction of the finite element space W in order to prove a spectral gap.
5.2.1. Description of the potential. We consider a potential V , composed of one-dimensional potentials. For this, define V 1 , . . . , V d ∈ L ∞ (0, 1), each based on an ε-partition of (0, 1) with values 0 and 1 only. Then, V ∈ L ∞ (D) is given by
Note that this construction provides non-overlapping α-valleys in form of cuboids, each surrounded by at least one ε-layer of β values. We characterize the cuboids by their shortest side length and N j denotes the number of such valleys with minimal side length εj. We define D α,j as the union of these N j valleys with width εj. The maximal (shortest) side length of an α-valley is εL and thus, N L ≥ 1. Furthermore, we need a bound for the possible anisotropy of α-valleys of a certain size. Let ρl denote the maximal quotient of maximal and minimal side length of all α-valleys with width greater or equal tol.
Remark 5.5. In the range ℓ ≈ log(1/ε) the expectation of N ℓ is of order (2 −ℓ /ε) d and thus, of order O(1). In this setting, we also have ρl = O(1) with high probability.
. . . Although the given setting is more obscure than the periodic case, we will show that there is -with high probability -a spectral gap already after O(1) instead of O(ε −d ) eigenvalues. To prove this, we need to exploit the disorder of the potential.
Quasi-interpolation operator.
To obtain lower bounds on the eigenvalues we construct a finite element subspace and a corresponding quasi-interpolation operator similar to Section 5.1. For this, we fix a level 1 <l < L and consider partitions of all sets D α,j with j >l, using a mesh size h ≈ εl, cf. the illustration in Figure 5 .1.
More precisely, on an α-valley Q with dimensions εj 1 ≤ · · · ≤ εj d andl < j 1 we consider a Cartesian mesh defined by Π d k=1 ⌊j k /l⌋ + 2 equally distributed nodes. We extend this mesh by one more layer of elements of width ε/2 into the surrounding β region, cf. and enforcing vanishing traces at the boundary of each local mesh to ensure V-conformity. The image of Πl defines the finite element space Wl with a dimension bounded by
We emphasize that ρl enters the estimate as we characterized the α-valleys by means of their shortest side length.
As in the periodic case, the kernel of the projection operator Πl defines an appropriate complement space W c ℓ to be used in connection with eigenvalue estimates via the max-min characterization. Finally, we derive for u ∈ V an approximation estimate of the form
To see this, we split the left-hand side into
For small α-valleys with width j ≤l we apply the Poincaré-Friedrich's inequality to ηu, where η denotes a cut-off function similarly as in Section 2.2. For that we note that ηu ∈ H 1 0 (N (D α,j )), where N (D α,j ) equals D α,j extended by a surrounding ε 2 -layer. With this, the Poincaré-Friedrich's inequality yields
In the last step we have used the same arguments as in the proof of estimate (2.2).
On α-valleys with width j >l we can directly apply the approximation property of the Scott-Zhang operator [HS07] . Finally, for K being an element of the β-region of width ε 2 , we show that Πl u K εl |||u||| N (K) . In this case, N (K) ⊂ D β denotes the union of K and all its neighbors within the ε 2 -layer in D β , surrounding an α-valley. Note that, due to the construction of the operator Πl, we need to estimate u along edges E. Using the trace identity of [CGR12] , we get for an edge E of K,
Considering appropriate edges, such estimates lead to
Here we used again that N (K) ⊂ D β and that β −1 ε 2 .
5.2.3. Eigenvalue bounds. As in the periodic setting, we consider eigenfunctions of the shifted Laplace eigenvalue problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the N L α-valleys with width εL. On such a valley we know that the first eigenvalue equals α + dπ 2 /(εL) 2 . If we extend the corresponding eigenfunctions by zero, we obtain N L functionsû 1 , . . . ,û N L ∈ V for which we have E(û j ) = α + dπ 2 /(εL) 2 . With α (εL) −2 , we obtain by Lemma 5.2 the eigenvalue bound
To ensure a spectral gap, we also need lower bounds on the eigenvalues. Using (5.6) and the approximation property of I sz , we estimate for u ∈ W c ℓ , i.e., Πlu = 0,
Note that we have used here once more Assumption 2.2. The application of the max-min eigenvalue characterization in (5.3) then proves
Combining the obtained lower and upper bounds of the eigenvalues, we conclude that there is a spectral gap of order O(1) within the first K + 1 eigenvalues.
Corollary 5.7. In the considered setting we have an estimate of the form
Thus, for sufficiently smalll we obtain a spectral gap of order O(1).
Remark 5.8. Corollary 5.7 shows that any choice 1 ≤l ≤ L/ √ 2c 1 would ensure a reasonable spectral gap. Here, c 1 > 0 is the multiplicative constant hidden in (5.7). Since the probability of an α-valley to be of size εL is of the order (2 −L /ε) d , L is with high probability not smaller than c 2 log(1/ε) with some other constant c 2 > 0. An admissible choice ofl is, hence, possible with high probability for all ε such that log(1/ε) ≥ √ 2c 1 /c 2 . In this regime, a safe strategy with regard to the size of K = dim Wl is to choosel = ⌊L/ √ 2c 1 ⌋.
With this particular choice, we have K = O(1) with high probability. To detail this claim, recall that Nl (2 −l /ε) d and ρl 1 with high probability, cf. Remark 5.5. Hence,
Note that in this setting, D α,j for j >l is a local set in the sense that it is formed by the union of O(1) cuboids of side length εj. As a result, Wl a local space.
For the construction of a suitable set of starting functions V (0) in the next subsection, we also need an upper bound on E K . In an α-valley Q ⊂ D α,j , j >l, we consider the first r eigenvalues of the shifted Laplacian on Q, where r equals the number of degrees of freedom in Wl, associated with the α-valley Q. Note that r depends on the anisotropy of the given valley characterized by ρl. Then, Q having the dimensions εj 1 ≤ · · · ≤ εj d with j = j 1 >l implies j d /j 1 ≤ ρl and
Extending these r eigenfunctions by zero, we obtain (considering all α-valleys) in total K orthogonal functions with an energy bounded by
and thus, by Lemma 5.2,
5.2.4. Starting subspace. To apply the convergence result of Theorem 4.2 in the present setting, it remains to construct a suitable set of starting functions V (0) with an invertible matrix C, cf. Section 4.2. For this, we will consider projections of the eigenfunctions into an extended version of the space Wl from Section 5.2.2, which still has a local basis. The extended finite element space Wm is defined as Wl but considers all α-cuboids with (minimal) side length εj, j >m, for some parameterm <l. The local mesh size then equals h ≈ εm. Thus, the extension includes a large number of α-valleys as well as a refinement of the previous mesh. The corresponding quasi-interpolation operator reads Πm : V → Wm and the dimension of Wm is bounded by
Recall that N j denotes the number of α-cuboids with minimal side length εj.
j := Πmu j with u j denoting the first (normalized) eigenfunctions, j = 1, . . . , K. The diagonal entries of the matrix C are then given by
and can be estimated using (5.5) by
The upper bound E K ρ 4/3 ℓ (εl) −2 from (5.8) with anisotropy constant ρl then implies
We show that the matrix C is strictly diagonal dominant. For i = j we get
and thus,
form chosen in a proper way as outlined in Remark 5.8 for the choice ofl. This means that we obtain an invertible matrix C if we project the first K eigenfunctions in a finite element space, which is sufficiently large. In particular, we have due to [Var75] that C −1 1 ≤ 1/δ. Recall once more that the space Wm is with high probability local, cf. Remark 5.8 where the argument is elaborated. This implies that the projection Πm is quasi-local and therefore V (0) is suitable as starting subspace. With this, all assumptions of Theorem 4.2 (and Remark 4.5) are verified. Starting from an initial space that is spanned by the few localized basis functions in V (0) , we can approximate the first N L eigenfunctions of H in O(log 2 (1/ tol)) steps with an accuracy of order tol times the energy of the functions in V (0) . Since the support of the starting space only increases in layers of thickness O(ε log(1/ε)), we conclude that the eigenfunctions are well approximated in a space that is spanned by K = O(1) basis functions that have a support of order O(ε log(1/ε) log 2 (1/ tol)). This proves that the first N L eigenfunctions can be expressed as the union of exponentially localized functions centred at K points. Hence, the exponential localization of the eigenfunctions is shown.
Remark 5.9. In the range β ≈ ε −2 we have the stability estimate |||Πmu||| m 2 |||u||| and thus, the functions in V (0) satisfy |||v (0) j ||| = |||Πmu j ||| log 2 (1/ε)|||u j |||. This then approves the estimate in Remark 4.4. 5.3. Domino block potential. As a third example we consider a potential that is formed by a disordered domino block structure. This example aims to demonstrate how our technique can be applied if the α-valleys are not surrounded by β-layers, i.e., a setting that cannot be reduced to a quasi-one-dimensional case. In order to prove the existence of relevant spectral gaps we again follow the ideas from the previous two examples. 5.3.1. Description of the potential. To make the setting precise we call B a j-domino block (or simply j-block) if it is a closed cuboid in R d consisting of elements in T , which is composed of an α-cube with side length εj and a β-cube with the same side length. Hence, such a cuboid has the dimension 2εj in one space direction and εj in all other directions. Such a domino block has no preferred orientation. We shall now assume that the potential is formed by a non-overlapping union of such j-domino blocks where j ∈ N can take any value between 1 and L. An example for such a potential is given in Figure 2 .1 (lower left). The set of all these blocks, which then defines the potential V , is denoted by B and the set of all j-domino blocks by B j . We observe that
We further assume that the probability of finding a small domino block is much higher then finding a large domino block. More precisely, we assume that when selecting a domino block from B the expectation that it is a j-block is approximately 2 −j . Note that the parameter L is, except for unlikely situations, the same as in Section 2.2. For a j-domino block B ∈ B j we denote the cube where V is equal to α by B α ⊂ B.
Remark 5.10. Since the total number of domino blocks in D can be at most of order ε −d , we conclude that the expected number of j-blocks is of order 2 −j ε −d . Hence, for any j ≥ d log(1/ε) we expect the number of j-blocks to satisfy
As for the tensorized potential in Section 5.2.3, we will show the existence of a relevant spectral gap after the first O(1) eigenvalues. 5.3.2. Quasi-interpolation operator. Once more we need to introduce a suitable local finite element space on a subset of D and to exploit the approximation properties of the ScottZhang quasi-interpolation operator. For that purpose, let us fix a level 1 <l < L satisfying ℓ log(1/ε). With this, we consider all sets B j of j-blocks at level j >l. Next, we restrict our attention to the α-parts of these domino blocks and define the set
where
On D α, >l we introduce a uniform Cartesian mesh with mesh size h ≈ εl and extend it by one more layer of elements with width ε/2, cf. Section 5.2.2. Observe that the extended mesh will intersect the β-parts of all contributing domino blocks, but it will also intersect other domino-blocks on possibly lower levels. The space occupied by the extended mesh is denoted byD α, >l . OnD α, >l we consider the arising Q 1 -finite element space based on the extended mesh and with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, as before. The resulting space is denoted by Wl and we have dim Wl =:
which is expected to be of order O(1). Note that this also implies that Wl is a local space, since its basis functions are only supported on few subsets with maximum diameter εL. Based on the Scott-Zhang operator I sz , restricted to the mesh on D α, >l , we uniquely define the local projection operator Πl : V → Wl by means of the property Πlu = I sz u on D α, >l . As in the previous example, Πl prevents that information spreads from β-regions into D α, >l . At the same time it also prevents that information from smaller domino blocks spreads into D α, >l . The key to the analysis is again an interpolation error estimate.
Lemma 5.11. Consider the domino block potential from above under Assumption 2.2. Then, for the local projection operator Πl and all u ∈ V it holds that u − Πl u εl |||u|||.
Proof. We split the domain into three parts D = D α, >l ∪ D \D α, >l ∪ D α, >l \ D α, >l and estimate u − Πlu on these sub-domains individually. On D α, >l , the estimate follows immediately with the properties of the Scott-Zhang operator, see Section 5.1. On D\D α, >l we have that Πlu = 0. Consequently, the claimed estimate reduces to an estimate of u. For this, we derive once more a Friedrichs-type inequality as in Lemma 2.3. Considering averaged Taylor polynomials as in Appendix A and introducing a modified cut-off function that exploits the particular structure of the potential (a large α-block is always adjacent to a β-block of the same size), we obtain u D\D α, >l εℓ |||u||| D\D α, >l .
We emphasize that this estimate is free from the pollution constants κl andl d that occur in the general case. Finally, for the estimate inD α, >l \ D α, >l we can proceed analogously as in Section 5.2.2. In particular, for any element K of the extended mesh that lies in the layerD α, >l \ D α, >l we have
where N (K) ⊂D α, >l \ D α, >l is the union of K and all its neighbors inD α, >l \ D α, >l . The combination of all these estimates finishes the proof.
With the quasi-interpolation operator in hand we are ready to establish eigenvalue bounds.
5.3.3. Eigenvalue bounds. As for the tensor potential we directly obtain the upper eigenvalue bound E N L (εL) −2 . By using Lemma 5.11 and the max-min principle we also have
Consequently, Corollary 5.7 remains valid and for sufficiently smalll we obtain a spectral gap of order O(1) as we have
L 2 . For further discussions on this estimate, we refer to Remark 5.8. Furthermore, note that the arguments from Section 5.2.3 also allow us to derive the upper eigenvalue bound
5.3.4. Starting subspace. Finally, it remains to show the existence of a suitable set of starting functions V (0) to apply Theorem 4.2. This can be done analogously to the case of a tensorized potential as elaborated in Section 5.2.4. This can be done without modifying the arguments, thanks to the availability of the interpolation error estimate from Lemma 5.11. In this case, we define V (0) as the projection of the first K eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger operator H into a refined version of the local finite element space Wl. As before, this choice also ensures the invertibility of the matrix C.
In conclusion, Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.5 imply that the first N L eigenfunctions can be expressed as the union of K functions that show an exponential decay in units of ε. Since K is with high probability of order O(1), we obtain that the first N L eigenfunctions are exponentially localized, where the localization centers are just the j-domino blocks with the highest j-levels. k(x, z) (x − z) · ∇(ηv)(z) dz.
Here, C q (x) is the convex hull of the point {x} and the ball B ρ (x q ) and k is a function fulfilling
For any sub-domainD q of R d that is star-shaped with respect to the ball B ρ (x q ) we have that C q (x) is contained inD q (for x ∈D q ) and we hence obtain .
If we selectD q as the cube with center x q and edge length ε(2L + 1) εL then we have 1 + dist(x q , ∂D q ) ρ ≤ 1 + 4 (2L + 1)ε ε L. and
This reduces the estimate to
Since the union of allD q with q ∈ T β forms a cover of D with maximal overlap κ L ≤ L d , we conclude from the local estimates that it holds
It is worth to note that the previous estimate can be improved if we make additional structural assumptions on V that allow to decompose D into the disjoint union of certain star-shaped blocks that are centered in a β-valley and with a diameter that is of order εL. Practically, this would be a moderate assumption, which allows to avoid the overlap parameter κ L in the estimate. On the other hand, one would also have to track the size of maximal β-cubes, which would lead to an estimate of the form
where, analogously to the definition of L, 
